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QS Mining
QEMSCAN for the mineral industry

Our mineralogy service provides high quality mineralogical information to help

you evaluate reserves and improve efficiency through the lifetime of an asset. Our

QEMSCAN service for mining is optimised for different particle size fractions,

textures and grades and includes PMA, BMA and TMS scans.
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Particle Mineral Analysis (PMA) provides mineral composition, elemental mineral

deportment liberation and association characteristics. This analysis is typically

performed on four to five size fractions per sample.

Bulk Mineral Analysis (BMA) is a low cost line scan that provides mineral

composition and elemental mineral deportment.

Trace Mineral Search (TMS) is used to quantify trace minerals including precious

metals and other minerals of interest. This analysis provides the mineral

liberation, association and grain sizes of the target minerals.



Top: QEMSCAN mineral maps of four fractions of the same sample. Bottom: Associated mineralogy.  Samples 

courtesy of Arctic Mineral Resources.
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Particle size

Starting from the high resolution QEMSCAN mineral maps (previous page) we can digitally process the material in 

various ways to inform process development.  Top: Particle size histogram. Middle: Assessment of target mineral 

liberation. Bottom: Virtual filtering by mineral density.

Mineral liberation

Virtual density separation
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v 1.0

Global distribution partner
Rocktype Ltd, 1 Robert Robinson Ave

Oxford, OX4 4GA, United Kingdom
www.rocktype.com
+44 1865 522919

Deliverables

Mineral maps
Specified µm resolution mineral map PNG, with colour
legend, scale bar and on-image metadata

Modal mineralogy Per sample and by weight percentage

Average 
particle/grain size 

Per mineral phases, per sample and per lithotype in µm

Elemental assay
Single and multi-element analyses to determine the 
proportion of metallic and non-metallic elements

Assay reconciliation
Measuring the variance between assays. Available if 
assay data is provided

Elemental 
deportment

Quantification of the relationship between one or more 
elements and their hosts

Mineral liberation 
characterisation

Can be given by area percentage, surface area 
percentage, or both

Mineral locking 
characterisation

Can be given by area percentage, surface area 
percentage, or both

Quantification of 
mineral associations

Statistical quantification of single or multi-element
minerals and their associations

Optional extras
Theoretical grade recovery for feed samples, 
particle/grain size distributions, particle-by-particle data

With Rocktype data generated, your company can make strategic decisions across

all levels including prioritising mining blocks, calculating metal/mineral values and

quantifying recovery data.


